
 

 

  

                  RATINGS SOS 

 
24/7 PROTECTION AGAINST FAKE, UNTRUE AND MALICIOUS ONLINE 

REVIEWS AND COMMENTS  

The hospitality profession is experiencing unprecedented impact from online posts intended to damage 

businesses that have worked hard to establish strong reputations. 

Overnight, your hard won 5-star rating can be reduced to a low-star rating, based on fake, untrue or 

malicious reviews and comments, pushing customers and suppliers to your competitors. And you may not be 

aware this is happening until there has been a serious financial impact on your business.  

 

How can you respond to this growing threat? 

The online world is complex and fast-moving. Customers and suppliers continually assess your business 

through multiple platforms, search engines and websites, with new posts coming online day and night.  

Although platforms and publishers are subject to legal obligations, the processes and rules they follow to 

deal with fake, untrue and malicious posts are complex and rapidly evolving, and there are limitations to what 

can be achieved through traditional legal means.  

Demanding that posts are removed or disputing them is almost always ineffective and can be counter-

productive, increasing the damage you experience.  

RiskEye is designed to support you in the context of these developing threats.  

 

RISKEYE OFFERS PROVEN EXPERTISE AND RESULTS  

We offer a unique ability to address damaging online content, to help maintain your ratings and reputation. 

With insurance-backed access to specialist legal and PR support to provide you with peace of mind.  

Our expertise includes a deep understanding of platform and publisher rules and how to use appropriate 

petitioning alongside specialist legal action to significantly increase removals of fake, untrue or malicious 

posts. And our fee provides access to up to €50,000 of specialist legal and PR support should you need it. 

 24/7 access to informed advice and guidance  

 Provision of an unlimited number of online petitions for fake reviews 

 Escalation to specialist legal and PR support through our unique insurance policy 

  

The RiskEye service is available to RAI members for a discounted fee of €250 + vat 

Please contact Sean Maher – 086 872 6355 

sean@riskeye.com  
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